Science 9

Unit 1 Worksheet

Chapter 1 – Atomic theory explains the composition and behaviour of matter.
C Online resources: http://www.bcscience.com/bc9/pgs/links_u1.html (Check the fireworks display)
C Remember to ask your teacher whether your classroom has the lab equipment necessary to
perform the lab Investigations and whether you must do them. If doing the labs isn’t possible, you
are still required to read and understand the material in those sections.
1. Why is this chapter important?
C

Matter can appear in many forms. Scientists try to understand matter by studying
its properties or by using models to describe the nature of matter itself.

Section 1.1 - Safety in the Science Classroom.
behave safely during lab activities

1.

Safe practice in the science lab includes knowing how to
and what to do in an emergency .

2.

You need to know safety rules

3.

Accident rates for workers in British Columbia are highest for young and newly hired employees
because safe skills need to be learned and practised until they become second nature

4.

What does WHMIS stand for?

before

you start a science activity.

C Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System.

5.

Draw and label the 8 warning symbols used in the WHMIS system.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Compressed gas
Flammable and combustible material
Oxidizing material
Dangerously reactive material
Biohazardous infectious material
Corrosive material
Poisonous material causing other toxic
effects
C Poisonous and infectious material causing immediate and serious toxic effects.
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6.

What other hazard symbols are used on products? Describe the borders and the hazards.
C The borders:
C Dangerous container (yield sign)
C Dangerous product (stop sign).
C The hazards:
C Explosive
C Flammable
C Corrosive
C Poisonous

Section 1.2 - Investigating Matter.
7.

Matter is anything that has mass and volume . Solid , liquid , and gas are the three
states of matter. The kinetic molecular theory describes how changes in the kinetic energy
of particles can result in changes in state . All materials have physical properties you can
observe . Pure substances can be classified as elements or compounds .

8.

Mass

9.

Volume

10. A

is the amount of matter in a substance or object (often measured in

grams ).

is the amount of space a substance or an object occupies (often measured in

chemical change

litres ).

in matter occurs when substances combine to form new substances.

11. When physical changes occur, there may be a change in appearance , but no new substances form.
12. Solid is the state of matter that has a definite

shape

13. Liquid is the state of matter that has definite
surroundings .

volume , but its shape is determined by its

14. Gas is the state of matter that has its
surroundings .

and

shape and volume

volume .

determined by the shape of its

15. What is the difference between a scientific model and a scientific theory?
C A model in science is a way to think about and interpret natural events and objects.
Scientific models help us to visualize objects or processes that cannot be seen
directly.
C A theory provides a scientific explanation based on the results of experimentation.
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16. What are the four main points of the Particle Model of Matter?
•
•
•
•

All matter is made up of very small particles.
There are spaces between the particles.
The particles that make up matter are always moving.
The particles are attracted to one another.

energy of motion . Scientists have used the particle model to develop the
kinetic molecular theory to explain what happens to matter when the kinetic energy of particles

17. Kinetic energy is the
changes.

18. What are the main points of the Kinetic Molecular Theory?
C All matter is made up of very small particles.
C There is empty space between particles.
C Particles are constantly moving. In liquids and gases, the particles are colliding with
each other and the walls of their container.
C Particles of a solid are so tightly packed together that they cannot move around
freely. They can only vibrate.
C Particles of a liquid are farther apart, and they can move by sliding past each
other.
C Particles of a gas are very far apart, and they move around quickly.
C Energy makes particles move. The more energy the particles have, the faster they
can move and the farther apart they can get.

19. The kinetic molecular theory helps explain
solids, liquids, and gases .

changes in state , as well as the differences between

20. Make your own sketch of Figure 1.10 - Changes of State from p. 21 of your text. You will be
tested on the information in this figure.
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Section 1.3 - Atomic Theory.
protons ,

21. Atoms are composed of particles including
22. Atoms have a tiny,

positively

charged, dense nucleus made up of

23. Surrounding the nucleus are one or more
neutral

24. A

neutrons , and

electrons .

protons and neutrons .

electrons .

atom has the same number of

25. The number of protons in an atom is called the

protons

as

electrons .

atomic number .

26. What are the four main principles of John Dalton’s Atomic Theory?
C All matter is made of small particles called atoms.
C Atoms cannot be created, destroyed, or divided into smaller particles
C All atoms of the same element are identical in mass and size, but they are different
in mass and size from the atoms of other elements.
C Compounds are created when atoms of different elements link together in definite
proportions.

27. What were the contributions to Atomic Theory associated with the following people?
J. J. Thompson
C

Discovered negatively charged particles later called electrons.

Ernest Rutherford
C Discovered the nucleus and later, the proton and neutron.

Niels Bohr
C Proposed that electrons surround the nucleus in specific energy levels or shells and
that each electron has a particular amount of energy.

28. An

atom

is the smallest particle of an element that retains the properties of the element.

29. All atoms are made up of three kinds of smaller particles called
called protons , neutrons , and electrons .
30.

Protons

and

neutrons
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31. Fill in the missing information in the following table about subatomic particles. This is very important
information to know!
NAME

SYMBOL

RELATIVE MASS

ELECTRIC
CHARGE

LOCATION IN THE ATOM

Proton

p

1836

+

In the nucleus

Neutron

n

1837

0

In the nucleus

Electron

e

1

-

Surrounding the nucleus

Key Terms (Vocabulary) to know in this Chapter.
Write a concise definition of each word or phrase.
Atom
Boiling point
Boiling
Condensation
Conductivity
Density
Deposition
Electric Charge
Element
Hazard symbol
Mass
Melting Point
Melting
Solidification
State
Subatomic particles
Sublimation
Volume
WHMIS
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